Cardiology

The complete, portable patient care
solution
ACUSON P300 Ultrasound System

Mobile. Powerful.
Extraordinarily versatile.
Small in size and big on
performance, the ACUSON P300™
ultrasound system is a complete,
portable cardiology imaging
solution. With excellent image
quality and enhanced workflow,
the system allows you to
evaluate cardiac anatomy and
ventricular function. It’s a
powerful mobile platform
capable of easily carry out
routine echo exams and more.

Delivering the power to see more.
Powered by a dual-processor, the system is able to keep up with your
echo needs. Advanced imaging technologies come standard such as
speckle reduction to provide excellent detail and contrast resolution.
The system maintains high frame rates and sensitive color Doppler to
give you diagnostic confidence.

Providing a fully-featured cardiac solution.
The system supports a complete suite of cardiac transducers that enables
flexibility to scan a variety of patient body types. With neonate, pediatric
and adult phased array transducers, as low as 3 MHz and up to 11 MHz,
you can achieve superb real-time deep or superficial tissue imaging.
Additional capabilities include Doppler tissue imaging for myocardial
functional evaluation, anatomical M-mode for free angle analysis of left
ventricular wall, and stress echo to determine wall motion abnormalities.

Designed to work the way you need it.

For more information, visit
www.siemens.com/ACUSONP300

The ACUSON P300 system features a small footprint and a mobile cart
with hydraulic, adjustable height, making it easy to use, store and
move from room to room. Designed with customizable presets, cardiac
measurements and reporting, a 15-inch display, integrated power supply,
battery that last for 80 minutes, two transducer ports and three USB ports,
the ACUSON P300 ultrasound system was designed with you in mind.

Answers for life.
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